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Abstract

Reconstructive surgery in nasal pyramid can be a challenge for surgeons. Moreover this anatomic area is one the most common sites for non-melanoma skin cancer.

The “puzzle” flap was described to repair surgical defects located just on the nasal ala affecting melolabial sulcus. We have seen this flap can be also very useful to repair defects located on nasal sidewall and cheek without dysfunctional effects and with a good cosmetic result.
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Introduction

The nose is one of the most common sites for non-melanoma skin cancer. Reconstructive surgery in this area represents a challenge for the surgeon, given its unique topography and multiple anatomic subunits. Though the best cutaneous equivalent of this anatomic location is the frontal skin because of its colour and texture, for small defects of the distal third we normally use the skin adjacent to the nose or from the cheek, in order to reduce the reconstructive complexity.

Goldberg et al [1] recently described a local flap for small defects on the nasal ala affecting the nasal sulcus, as an alternative to the classical subcutaneous pedicle island and transposition flaps. We propose this flap to repair surgical defects located on nasal sidewall and cheek as well.

Methods

Reconstruction using a jigsaw puzzle flap was performed in ten patients. Six patients had defects on ala nasal affecting the nasal sulcus. In these cases, the design is traced following a vertical crescent with its concavity towards the cheek, and which includes the perilesional skin to be used to insert into the surgical defect, like a jigsaw puzzle, placing the dog-ears along the melolabial fold and melonasal junction. A key point with this flap to avoid raising the cheek skin consists of placing a single suture of the cheek skin to the maxillary periostium in the piriform fossa in order to avoid loss of the melolabial fold. In one of the patients who had had prior nasal dorsal-sidewall surgery, the presence of fibrosis necessitated a modification of the design, giving the advancement flap a rotation movement, transforming the initial design of a vertical concave crescent into a
convex crescent, tracing the upper pole along the same side of the nasal sidewall to the defect (Figure 1). Two patients had defects on nasal sidewall affecting nasal ala and the other two had defects on their cheek affecting nasolabial fold, in all of them we performed the “jigsaw puzzle” flap to repair their defects.

Figure 1. A) Initial design of the jigsaw puzzle flap. B) Modification of the original design, resulting from combining the advancement and rotation movements.

Results

The mean age of the ten patients (four women) was 66 years. They all had a small (9-12 mm) primary basal cell carcinoma, with six undergoing conventional surgery and the other four Mohs micrographic surgery. The surgical defect in six patients was on the nasal ala, with greater or lesser involvement of the melolabial fold and two patients with defects on their nasal sidewall affecting nasal sulcus. In three patients the lesion was more cranial than in the cases in the original article with alar fold involvement and with a tent-pole effect (Figure 2), and in the others the lesion was more caudal.

Figure 2. Site of the surgical defect in a more cranial position of the nasal ala with later tent-pole effect.
No post-surgical complications (necrosis, superinfection) were noted, nor was there any case of ventilatory obstruction or nasal ala retraction. Cosmetically, three patients experienced loss of the nasolabial fold to a greater or lesser extent, despite the deep anchor stitch in the piriform fossa; in two of these the surgical defect was located in the most cephalic part of the nasal ala.

On the other hand, we performed another modified version of “jigsaw puzzle” to repair mid-size defects located on cheek affecting melolabial fold in two patients. In these cases, the design was traced keeping the melolabial fold but losing it up to the site of the original defect (figure 3).

![Figure 3. Surgical defect located on melolabial fold repaired by “puzzle flap” with an optimal cosmetic result.](image)

We got a good cosmetic and functional result in all of our patients but the best one was achieved in a woman who had already undergone surgery of the dorsal sidewall with a previous slight retraction of her left nasal ala that didn’t increase after the “modified puzzle flap”. In this case the modification in the design of the flap minimized the tent-pole effect) (Figure 4).
Discussion

The jigsaw puzzle advancement flap described by Goldberg [1] arose as an alternative to the traditional subcutaneous island pedicle [2-3] and transposition [4-5] flaps for reconstruction of nasal ala defects. The main complication of the island flap is its “trapdoor” effect, such that the nasal ala becomes exaggeratedly thick, whilst the transposition flap risks raising the ala if the design is too short. A key point in the jigsaw puzzle advancement flap is the anchoring of the cheek skin to the maxillary periostium in the piriform fossa to avoid the tent-pole effect due to the elevation of the cheek skin and the blunting of the alar crease. However, in cranial parts of the nasal ala that affect the sidewall this anchoring stitch is insufficient and it is necessary to combine the advancement and rotation movements to avoid this tent-pole effect.

Otherwise, we have seen this flap can be also useful to repair small-size defects located on nasal sidewall and cheek affecting malar sulcus.

Conclusion

Although the jigsaw puzzle flap was originally described as a local flap to cover defects of the nasal ala affecting the melolabial fold, we have verified that it can also be used for more cranial ala defects that affect the alar fold, the sidewall and cheek with optimal aesthetic and functional results. We have also modified the original design, combining the advancement and rotation movements to improve the cosmetic results and minimize the tent-pole effect in nasal ala affecting sidewall.
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